SOCIAL ENGAGEMENT:

NAME: _____________________________
REAL WORLD _______________________
SCHOOL_____________________________

SOCIAL COMMUNICATION BRIDGE ©
for SELECTIVE MUTISM

NAME: _____________________________
REAL WORLD _______________________
SCHOOL_____________________________

____Frontline!  ____Handover/Takeover  ____Waving
Close Up  1/2 arm length  Full arm length

____Nodding  ____Pointing/Gesturing  ____Writing

____Quiet speaking  ____Script approach  ____Altered speech

SOCIAL COMMUNICATION BRIDGE ©
for SELECTIVE MUTISM

____VERBAL INTERMEDIARY
(1) ‘TELL ME’

____SOUNDS (Ritual Sound Approach) (RSA)
SOUNDS___________________________>WORDS
SSS  HHH ——>S=yes—>Y+S=YES—>SIT —> Ans. Q’s
PPP  PIT
WWW  CAT

____AUGMENTATIVE DEVICES

Increasing Social Comfort & Communication——->